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The lively Dotonbori entertainment district is Osaka's most famous tourist destination and is famous for its bare neon lights, extravagant signs and a huge variety of restaurants and bars. Looking out over the Dotonbori Canal to Ebisubashi Bridge, the Name Dotonbori usually refers to both the Dotonbori Canal and Dotonbori Street, which runs parallel to the
south bank of the canal. This is one of the most colorful areas in Osaka and an absolute place to visit when traveling through kansai. The history of Dotobori The history of this area goes back to 1612, when a trader named Yasui Doton invested all his personal capital in an ambitious local development project. Doton's plan is to divert and expand the Umezu
River into a new waterway that connects the local canal network with the Kizugawa River. Unfortunately, Doton's project was interrupted by war, and he himself was killed during the siege of Osaka in 1615. Later that year, Doton's cousins completed their work, and in his memory the new channel was called Dotonboree or the Doton Canal. A boat cruise
along the Dotonboree Canal The new canal brought with it a flood of trade and by 1626 the area began to thrive as an entertainment district after theater companies and playmates began moving in the area of the south bank of the canal. At the same time, the north bank of the canal began to prosper with restaurants and kettles that deliver food, drinks and
entertainment to theatrical guests after they left the theaters. Ebisu bridge around the year 1902 today dotonbori theater culture is very much in decline. During World War II, bombing destroyed all theaters except The Shochikuza. However, there are still a few small comedy clubs in the area, and Shochikuza continues to host classic kabuki plays, opera,
modern dramas and musicals. These days, however, Dotonbori is better known as gastronomic wonders, crowded with restaurants, street side food stalls and bars. Kani Douraku's restaurant and its famous giant crab Dotonborg Food Culture Osaka obsession with food is often summed up by the phrase kuidaore, which is often interpreted as eating until you
fall, but actually means spending so much on food that you fall into financial ruin! Dotonbori is said to be the best place in Osaka to experience this kuidaore style extreme love of food! Famous restaurants in Dotonbori include the following. Harriyu has served first-place Japanese beef shabu shabu and sukiaki in Dotomborg since 1948. Zubora-ya is a special
restaurant. Kukuru is a tacoy octopus dumpling shop. Dotonbori Kushikatsu Daruma's famous Fugu and Tacoyaki restaurants serve fried kebabs from chic meat fish and vegetables from 1929. Kani Douraku is a super popular crab restaurant. Kani Douraku is easily recognisable from the giant moving cancer of his shop, but if you want to eat here, it's a good
idea to book a table in advance, as the waiting time can be as long as 3 hours! Popular hotels in the Dotonbori cross HotelOsaka AreaCheck prices It is impossible to make a osaka route without including Dotonbori and Shinsaishi. Although they are known as the city's gingerbread tourist traps, they are actually a must to see an attraction that you can't miss.
What's more, if you're a little adventurous, and want to escape the main streets, then immerse yourself in some of the brightest side alleys in Dotonboree and Shinsabashi. So walk with me through the dotobori and Shinsabashi districts that really define Osaka. Dotonbori and Shinsaibashi Walking Tour Map After is a quick overview of the walking tour of
Dotobori and Shinsabashi: The walking tour starts from Osaka-Mamba station, which I noted on the map (just below). Then you'il take a look at Dotombor. Similarly, Dotonbori is a street located along the Dotonibori River. In particular, it is located on the south side of the river. I also marked this area on the map. After a walk around Dotonborg, the walking
tour will take you to Shinsaibashi. Especially, Shinsaibashi is a shopping area between the Dotonbori River and Shinsabashi Station. It is marked on the map as well. I must mention that the boundaries between the two areas are not clear. In fact, they mix with each other. By the way, the whole area is called Minami in Japanese at last, the walking tour ends
at Shinsabashi station. In addition, be sure to download some very useful maps from the Osaka Info website, which cover Osaka in detail. I used them all and they helped me find my way around the area a lot. Next up: Osaka Info In addition, you may want to review my post about the free card apps I used while traveling in Japan: Japan – Free Offline Maps
Apps with GPS Navigator for iPhone Osaka Transport I recommend you get acquainted with osaka's transportation system. Here's the map I used to figure out the subway and rail systems. If you are jr pass holder, then you should most definitely use the JR Osaka Loop loop while exploring Osaka. The cost of your trips will be included in the pass. Osaka-
Amba Station To start with, you need to get to Osaka-Mamba station. You have several options for getting to Osaka-Mamba station and it all depends on the direction you come from. To start with, you can take the Metro Line Midosuji, Yotsuyabashi Subway Line and Sennichimae Subway Line. Everyone will take you to Osaka-Amba Station. In addition, if
you are a JR Pass holder, then you should consider taking jr Osaka Loop Line. If you decide to take jr loop line then get off at Inamiya Station and then transfer to JR Namba and get off at JR Namba Station. I know that understanding that transport can be frustrating and time-consuming. However, it does pay off and saves a lot of time once you are familiar
with the system. How to to Dotobori and Shinsaibashi from Once you arrive at the station, exit exit exit 14. Then go left along the main street and turn right before the first bridge. You'il head north from the station. Next up is the map of Osaka-Mamba Station. If you look closely, you will notice that exits from 14 to 27 are located on the north side. It is within a
5-minute walk from Dotonbori Train Station. Dotonbori and Shinsaibashi Walking Tour Dotonbori – Bright Lights and sizzling street food needles to say, Dotonbori is a bustling street landscape that looks and feels like a cross between the film sets for Blade Runner and Total Recall. The narrow streets are full of crowds to the brim. All the ancestors of the store
have bright, flashing and colorful displays, trying to get your indivisible attention. In addition, there are hundreds of food stalls that prepare and sell sizzling delicacies. Take your time and your soft river dotonibori. As you walk, graze and taste many different and unusual delights. Be sure to try tacos and okonomyaki. Or, stop by Uchiran Ramen and Yipudo,
which are two of my favorite restaurants. If you embark on any of the side alleys around the main street, you will find wonderful eateries that are much calmer and take more care of the locals. When it starts to get darker, more lights will appear. Take a look around. There are hundreds of neon lights and billboards in Dotobori. After a while, everything turns into
sensory overload. However, you should not miss Kani Doraku crab and the famous Glico Man. Kani Doraku Crab Famous Kani Doraku billboard is right next to the Ebisubashi Bridge. The huge crab is attracting the attention of the restaurant, which specializes in crab dishes. Kani Doraku is known for his Kanisuki (5,000 yen plus tax) sukiaki-style crab
hotpot. Also, Kani Doraku sells grilled crabs right at the front of the restaurant. It's delicious! Glyco Man The famous poster of a running man known as Glico Man goes back to the 1920s, when Riichi Ezaki began experimenting with extracting glycogen into oysters to produce healthy food, especially in pastry shops, to help improve children's health. By the
way, glycogen is a substance that serves as a form of energy storage in humans and animals. The first product launched is caramel candy containing glycogen. Caramel candies laced with glycogen are called Glico and packed in boxes featuring a running man and the inscription: 300 meters per single element. Glyco had a pretty smart marketing campaign.
First of all, each caramel box contains a miniature toy. In addition, Glico developed and installed vending machines in malls. Each machine has a built-in projector to play a 20-second five-part movie. To see the whole movie, you had to buy five candy. In general, the first glyco plate was installed in 1937 and has since become a landmark of Osaka. What
does Dotobori mean? can trace its history to 1612, when a local entrepreneur, Yasui Doton, began to expand the small river and build a canal in the hope of increasing trade in the area. The canal project was completed in 1615 and is called Dotonbori in praise of Doton. Doton is taken from its name and bori (from hori) which means moat or canal. History of
the Dotobori Theatre In the late 17th century, in Dotonborg opened many large theaters, including Nakaza, Kadoza and Nnievasa, as well as Takemotoza and Toyotakeza (for theater funds). The opening of so many theaters led to Kabuki's boom. Chicago's Monzaemon was the most famous screenwriter during that time. He wrote 130 plays, most of them
performed at the Atchmotoza Theatre in Dotonboree. Chicago's Monsaemon is called The Eastern Shakespeare. If you have time, then you should try to visit the kabuki spectacle in Kadoza, which operates to this day. Jazz scene In the 20th century, Dotonbori became the jazz capital of Japan. It has been lined up with many jazz dance halls and jazz cafes.
In addition, professional foreign jazz musicians play in many of the clubs. You can still listen to jazz in Doonibori today. Along the Dothonibori River there are many jazz clubs. Alternatively, you can take a 40-minute boat ride and listen to jazz while soaking up the sights of Dotonbori. Dotonbori and Shinsaibashi Walking Tour continue to walk Shinsaibashi
Dotonbori and Shinsaibashi on foot. Your next stop is Shinsabashi. As I said before, the two areas: Dotonbori and Shinsaibashi mix with each other and their boundaries are not very clear. However, if you look at the first card included at the beginning of this post, Shinsaibashi is located north of Dotonbori. Shinsaibashi is an undercover commercial part of
600 meters in length. It has hundreds of chain stores, many unique fashion boutiques, as well as expensive brand stores. Daimaru, a huge department store has quite a presence in Shinsabashi. The biggest one for me is always in the grocery store and supermarket. What a troublemaker and exquisite things like 21,000 yen of melon. In any case, if you have
to shop, then head straight to Shinsabashi. There's something for every buyer and every wallet on this street. There are also dozens of delicious restaurants and cafes hidden in the streets and alleys that lead right next to it. In the western part of Shinsabashi is a famous imported fashion place, named America-Mura. You can find a lot of young people who
always go to this place. If you have time, I recommend stopping at America-Mura. America-Mura has been a center of youth culture in Osaka since the 1970s. This is where young Japanese come to see and check out the latest fashions and trends. The area got its name from import stores selling various goods from America that were created here about 30
years ago. The streets are crammed with clothing stores, clothing stores, goods shops, trendy boutiques, cafes, bars and restaurants. It is estimated that at least 200,000 young people come down here on weekends. Another place I found useful for exploring shinsaibashi is the cutest boutique called Alice on Wednesday. Alice on Wednesday If you're a Fan
of Lewis Carol Alice in Wonderland, then you'll really enjoy Alice on Wednesday. This is the most charming boutique containing quite a collection of elements inspired by Alice's adventures in Wonderland. The entrance to the boutique is a small door only a metre high. I loved looking at the products, which included bottles with the inscription Drink Me and
chocolates with the inscription eat me. The store is small, so be ready to line up and wait your turn to enter. And one thing, it seemed to me to see some of my childhood memories that revived. In addition, check out their website: Alice on Wednesday Cat on the Loose If you need a break from shopping or standing crowds and are a cat lover, then stop at Cat
of Liberty. This is a cute cat café and a great introduction to animal cafes in Japan. You pay by the hour to sit and have coffee or tea and play with over a dozen furry friends. 1 hour, which includes a drink, costs 1,100 yen, or another option is a 30-minute session, with no drink for 600 yen. By the way, cats treat and toys cost a little extra. There are many
types of cats to play with in this café, including a cat with sphinxes and a giant Maine Horse. Moreover, if you have any questions about cats, just ask the staff, they are very well informed. First of all, the atmosphere is very relaxing and soothing. Be sure to check out their website for the most adorable pictures of cats: Cat of Liberty Shinsabashi Station Next,
head to Shinsabashi Station. Dotonbori and Shinsaishi are at Shinsabashi Station. It's a good place to take you back to your hotel, and if you're willing to keep exploring Osaka yet, it's a good place to take you wherever you go. 19 I won't agree with doing things in Hakone, Japan I've compiled a list of my top 19 things to do in Hakone, Japan. But it's not just
any old ... Read more From Tokyo to Hakone - The day trip to Hakone Hakone, located about 60 miles west of Tokyo, is a perfect destination for a day trip. Here's how to get ... Read another 15 You should see things in Hakone Open Air Museum If you are planning a day trip to Hakone, then the Hakone Open Air Museum is a must-see attraction! Hakone
openly... Read more Hakone Free Pass – Is It Worth Buying? Planning a trip to Hakone and wondering if Hakone Free Pass is worth buying? Absolutely, it is worth buying! He... Read More Visit to Hiroshima - The Ultimate Expert Guide Do you plan to visit Hiroshima and explore a few extra places around Hiroshima? You came to the right place! Here, you...
Read 10 more epic things you need hiroshima, you won't want to miss out on choosing what and see in Hiroshima? How about following this perfect one-day itinerary ... Read more Shukkeien Garden - Absolute must-do in Hiroshima While many tourists to Hiroshima focus their trip to visit Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and Museum, there are many
amazing ... Read more The unforgettable experience of visiting Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park Visiting Hiroshima Peace Memory Park is an unforgettable experience. Follow my guide to visit the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and learn more about: ... Read more Kenroquen Garden - The first attraction in Kanazawa Kenroquen Garden is the number one
attraction of Kanazawa. Ranked by the Japanese as one of the three most beautiful gardens in Japan, ... Read more Discover 7 unique things to do in Kanazawa, Japan Kanazawa is one of the most beautiful and historic cities in Japan. Inspired by my recommended 7 unique things to ... Read more Nijo Castle in Kyoto – 10 Amazing facts you need to know
About kyoto direction and plan to visit Nijo Castle? Find out these 10 surprising facts about ... Read more Secrets of Fashimi Inari-Taisha Shreiha Shrine in Kyoto - the most visited temple in Japan for many people around the world visiting the fushim Inari Taisha Temple in Kyoto is ... Read more What you need to know to experience the Japanese tea
ceremony (the way of tea): I walked through a orated stone garden – haneva – to a wooden Japanese tea house ... Read 5 more unforgettable day trips from Hiroshima – I don't want to miss There's much to do in Hiroshima. And, you can easily spend a few days to explore ... Read more Hiroshima and Yamajima in one day – A guide on how to make
Hiroshima and Yamajima, it can be difficult to decide what to do. Read more Why Yamajima Island is a wonderful trip from Hiroshima If you are looking for a day trip and a little adventure, then Yamajima Island, Island of the Gods is ... Read 10 more Things That Aren't Wrong in Nara, which has compiled a list of my top 10 unmistakable things in Nara, Japan.
But it's not just an old list. This... Read even more on Nara Day trip from Kyoto or Osaka - Perfect 1 Day itinerary One of the most you need to see sights when visiting Japan is Nara, the ancient former capital of Japan. Nara... Read more Nara Deer Park – Things you need to know before you go to Nara is famous for its temples and shrines. But what caused
my heart to skip was free roaming ... Read 7 more reasons why you should visit Kasuga Taisha shrine in Nara, Japan Think Kasuga Taisha shrine in Nara in nothing but japan? Think again! If... Read more The best of Osaka - A day route If you only have a day to see the best attractions of Osaka, then look no further and follow this step-by-step Osaka one ...
Read more Jaw-dropping Osaka Castle - The Guide Osaka Castle has a commanding presence in the skyline of the city of Osaka. It is a symbol of Osaka and one of its main attractions ... Read more is to make a route Osaka without including Dotonbori and Shinsabashi. Although they are known as the city's gingerbread tourist traps, they are actually a must
to see an attraction that ... Read more Osaka Hep Five is a teens paradise with fashion, restaurants and entertainment. If you are interested in local fashion and browse through modern stores then, you should definitely head ... Read more Zuboraya, located in the Shinsekai district, is one of the most famous culinary names in Osaka. Specifically, they are
known as the best restaurant fugu. Their experience lies in ... Read more Shinsekai is a razzle dazzling glitz overload that you can't miss. The delicious smells of cooked foods, flashing and buzzing lights, huge signs, crowds make you feel like ... Read more Kuromon Ichiba Market - What to eat at Osaka's Kitchen' Kuromon is an undercover market about 600
m long. Read More head of Umeda Sky Building for a simple profile, amazing 360-degree views of osaka city and epic sunsets. Stew on the 35th floor and... Read More If you've just landed in Tokyo, this is a perfectly inaugural self-pisting walking route to Tokyo. You will explore Shibuya and Harajuku. We'il start at... Read more Everything you need to know
to explore Harajuku in Tokyo. Included step-by-step self-explained tour of Harajuku with detailed location information and instructions on how to get to Harajuku ... Read more going to Tokyo and not doing the department through the Shibuya Transition is like going to China and not seeing the Great Wall, or having to go to India and not ... Read more
Everything you need to know about Tsukiji Market, which fuels Japan's culinary love affair with seafood: a detailed guide to the famous tuna auction, a step-by-step solo tour of the Fish and... Read More This post may have affiliate links. Please see my disclosure. Disclosure.
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